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As a specialized form of potluck, a cookie swap has all the same traits that make a potluck so
effortless to host. Guests share in the baking and cost burden by bringing their favorite recipes.
Cookie Swap takes the popular idea of the cookie exchange party to new heights and new
directions. This elegant entertaining book shows that the cookie swap is perfectly suited not only to
holiday gatherings but also to garden parties, showers, children's birthdays, summer get-togethers,
and more.
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Cookie Swap contains over 50 cookie recipes and is organized into eight themed parties which
feature five or more different cookie varieties. The book contains sumptuous photographs of each
cookie and each party. The reader is treated to a visual feast of all the cookies in the group,
imaginatively arranged for optimal impact. The photographs and layouts are top rate and any
magazine would be delighted to feature them.Party planning and design are the main emphasis in
the book. That is not to say there aren't some good cookie recipes in the book because there are,
but 50 plus recipes are not very many and some of them are quite basic with ingredients identical of

recipes I've used for years although the names given to the recipes are more imaginative - like the
Butter Horn cookies I make are called Sugar Between the Sheets in this book.Fondant is used to
decorate a number of the cookies, and the taste of fondant simply isn't very good. Unlike a cake
enrobed in fondant which has a crumb coat of delicious butter cream frosting under the fondant,
there really isn't anywhere to go with a cookie. Either you eat the fondant or the cookie is for display
not consumption.Additionally, detailed directions for decorating each cookie are not always
provided. On the cover of the book, in the upper left-hand corner is a cute owl cookie. I paged
through looking for the cookie. I finally found a photograph of a small display tree with cookies
hanging from the branches. On the tree was a tiny picture of the owl cookie which although so
prominently featured on the cover appeared as an afterthought within the confines of the book. The
accompanying text referred the reader to a gingerbread recipe somewhere in the book and the
appliquÃ© technique instructions in another area.
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